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EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Board of Regents' Meeting

The official minutes of the June 17, 2003, Board of Regents Meeting.
The Regular Meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was called to
order by Chair lncamati at 12:00 p.m. in Room 201, Welch Hall, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Chairman Incamati asked Secretary Aymond for an attendance call.
The Board Members present were:
Chairman Philip Incamati
Vice Chair Rosalind Griffin
Regent Joseph Antonini
Regent Jan A. Brandon
Regent Steven Gordon
Regent Michael Morris
Regent Sharon Rothwell

Board Member absent was:
Regent Karen Valvo

Members of the Administration present were:
President Samuel Kirkpatrick
Vice President Patrick Doyle
Vice President Courtney McAnuff
Vice President Juanita Reid
Vice President & Provost Paul Schollaert
Vice President Stuart Stamer
Vice President Jim Vick

COMMUNICATIONS
Secretary Aymond announced there were no requests to address the Board.
The Board recessed for lunch.
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The Regular Meeting of the Eastern Michigan University Board of Regents was reconvened
at I :30 p.m. and an attendance roll call was taken.
The Board Members present were:
Chairman Philip Incarnati
Vice Chair Rosalind Griffin
Regent Joseph Antonini
Regent Jan Brandon
Regent Steven Gordon
Regent Michael Morris

The Board Members absent were:
Regent Sharon Rothwell
Regent Karen Valvo

.6108M

RESOLUTION: Banner Student Process Team

Regent Gordon moved and Regent Antonini seconded to support the Resolution.

WHEREAS, the Banner Student Process Team has successfully completed the
implementation of the student process portion of the Banner enterprise computing
system; and
WHEREAS, the Banner Student Process Team has consistently demonstrated leadership
for the Banner project and unwavering commitment to teamwork and cooperation; and
WHEREAS, the Banner Student Process Team has demonstrated its commitment to
improving business processes and procedures to make Eastern Michigan University an
outstanding example of best practices in the higher education enterprise;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Eastern Michigan University Board
of Regents congratulates and commends the Banner Student Process Team for its
outstanding service and dedication to Eastern Michigan University.

Motion Carried.
-2-

.6109M

RESOLUTION: Men's Swimming and Diving Team
Mid-American Conference Champions

Regent Griffin moved and Regent Morris seconded to support the Resolution.

Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Men's Swimming and Diving Team compiled
an overall record of 10 wins and one loss and a Mid-American Conference record
of five wins and no losses during the 2002-03 season and won their fourth
consecutive conference title; and
Whereas, the Eastern Michigan University Men's Swimming and Diving Team finished
undefeated in Mid-American Conference meets for the fifth straight year and for
the 18th time in school history and it's 23 conference title; and
Whereas, at the 2003 Mid-American Conference Championships, the Eastern Michigan
University Men's Swimming and Diving Team won 12 of the possible 20 events; and
Whereas, senior Justin Breitigam won three separate events: the 200-yard
individual medley relay, the 400-yard individual medley relay and the 200-yard
butterfly and sophomore diver Andy Seibenick won the one-meter diving event,
senior Kevin Doak won the 100-yard backstroke event, senior Sean Joyce won the
1650-yard freestyle event, senior Ryan Meekins won the 100-yard freestyle event,
and junior John Bartlet won the 200-yard breaststroke event; and

'

Whereas, the 200-yard freestyle relay event team of Jeff Luhn, Kevin Doak, Ryan
Meekins and Doug Fleming won, as did the 400-yard freestyle relay event team of
Jeff Luhn, David Ruch, Ryan Meekins and Doug Fleming; and the 200-yard Medley
Relay event team of Kevin Doak, Ondrej Pekarovic, Doug Fleming and Ryan Meekins
won as did the 400-yard Medley Relay event team of Kevin Doak, John Bartlet,
Doug Fleming and Jeff Luhn; and
Whereas, Justin Breitigam, John Bartlet, Jeff Luhn, Ryan Meekins, Doug Fleming,
Kevin Doak, Sean Joyce and Andy Seibenick were all named first team All-Mid
American Conference team and Ondrej Pekarovic and Branislav Hronsky were named
second team All-Mid American Conference team and Justin Breitigam, Sean Joyce,
John Bartlet, Branislav Hronsky and Doug Fleming were all named to the Academic
All-Mid-American Conference team; and
Whereas, Diving Coach Buck Smith was named Mid-American Conference Diving Coach
of the Year; and
Whereas, Eastern Michigan Head Coach Peter Linn has led the Eastern Michigan
Men's Swimming and Diving team to 13 conference championships during his tenure
and nine undefeated MAC seasons and;
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the Eastern Michigan University Board of
Regents congratulates the Men's Swimming and Diving Team, Head Coach Peter Linn,
Diving Coach Buck Smith, and Assistant Coach David Griffore for their success
and commends them for the honor and distinction they have brought themselves and
Eastern Michigan University.

I
Motion Carried.
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.6110M

MINUTES OF THE l\lARCH 18, 2003, REGULAR BOARD
MEETING

Regent Griffin moved and Regent Brandon seconded to approve the minutes of the
March 18, 2003, Regular Board Meeting.

Motion Carried.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

The period from mid-March, the time of the last Board meeting, through the end of the
semester always brings a flurry of activities. This year was no exception and was perhaps
even more frenetic as we were forced to juggle budget cuts along with year-end
celebrations and the close of another academic year.

,.

Clearly the state budget and the impact of lost appropriations have been foremost in our
thoughts and activities. As I reported at the March meeting, we have ta.1<en a very
strategic approach to address the anticipated reduction of more than SS.7 million in state
appropriations.
We have squeezed dollars out of every budget, implemented energy-saving campaigns,
sought out purchasing partners, eliminated travel and professional development
programs, frozen open positions and, in total, eliminated 84 positions from an already
over-stretched workforce in an attempt to reduce or avoid costs. And, \Ve have ratcheted
up revenue enhancement activities to stave off further cuts. \Ve have done this \\'ithin the
context of protecting mission-critical programs, activities and services. As an institution
that has been historically under-resourced both in terms of dollars and people, this has
been painful, but it also has been achieved with great cooperation and innovative thinking
across the campus.
I shared that sentiment with the Senate Subcommittee on Higher Education as pan of my
testimony in May. Speaking candidly, I told the subcommittee that the current
inequitable funding problems were the result of decades o"r financing higher education by
politics not policy, exacerbated by the addition of the tier system-a system I believe is
contrary to the basic principle that all Michigan students should receive equitable funding
for their post-secondary education regardless of the institution they choose to attend.

'

I also told the subcommittee that differential cuts for state universities, such as those
recommended by the House, made little sense and were poor public policy. I challenged
them to find any rational explanation for a policy that would award one institution S3,629
for each of 238 new students while not awarding any relief to ENfU for 254 ne\'v students.
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My comm~nts, and those of several of my presidential colleagues, found a partially
sympathetic ear. The Senate version of the appropriations bill dismantles the tier system
~d a~~mpts to set a per-student funding floor, but does little to address the gross
mequ1t1es between the 15 public state universities.
The House and Senate versions will go to committee where differences will be
hammered-out and a combined bill sent to the Governor. We continue to lobby for
support during the process, but given the best of circumstances, our cut remains at $8. 7
million. The University also faces an additional nearly SlO million in unavoidable cost
increases for previously negotiated labor contracts, health care, financial aid and
unfunded state mandates.
Two actions before the Board today, a request to implement an enhanced retirement
program for faculty who have long service at EMU and are ready to retire, and one to
increase tuition, will help us bridge the financial budget gap and provide the institution
with strategic flexibility.
The first of these, the Employee Incentive Program, is for our long-term faculty who
\Vant to retire yet face the prospect of less than expected income due to declines in the
equity market and economy generally. Our offer to the faculty is enabled by the Tax
Reform Act \vhich permits us to extend retirement fund payments, on a tax deferred
basis, for five years beyond separation from employment. It is the right thing to do for
our faculty and it is a strategy which enables us to realign resources, reduce faculty
budgets \vithout reducing positions, and avoid layoffs. The window for faculty to come
for.vard and accept this plan is very narro\v and must be achieved within the next t\vo
\veeks.
\Ve also have labored long and hard over how to best meet the needs of the University
while maintaining our academic quality and Ei\-fU's tradition of accessibility and
affordability. \Ve recognize that a tuition increase will have an impact on our students
and we are prepared to help. More than half of our students, nearly 52 percent, receive
more than S 100 million in financial aid of some type. Since 2001, our campus-based
financial aid budget has increased 68 percent. As currently projected, 16 percent of our
tuition and fees for Fiscal '04 will go directly back to students through campus-based
financial aid.
Since we have a robust agenda, I \Vil! shorten my report today, by mentioning several
other developments for your information:
•

An updated strategic plan \vas developed over the course of the last year and
approved by both the University Strategic Planning Committee and the Cabinet
this spring. Included in the plan are initiatives that advance each of the six
university directions and those that are especially strategic in the current
environment of budget constraints. The plan also highlights key areas that are
important to sustain from the last planning cycle. \Ve will have much more to say
about the strategic plan as we approach the Fall semester.

•

Explore Eastern, the Presidential Scholarship Competition and campus visits all
experienced at least a 15 percent attendance increase over last year, spring and
summer enrollment is up, and \Ve are on-target to meet budgeted goals for Fall
semester.
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'

•

Today we are requesting the Board to approve a long-tenn lease to open a
continuing education facility in Brighton. Scheduled to open in the fall, it will
serve residents in the 1-96, US 23 corridor area-one of the fastest growing areas in
the state. Initially we will offer graduate programs from the College of Education
and the College of Health and Human Services, and undergraduate programs from
the College of Technology.

•

The Advisory Board for EMU's Jean Parsons Center for the Study of Art and
Science located in Lake Ann, has appointed the First Artist in Residence for the
Center, sculptor M. Catherine Shinick. Ms. Shinick received degrees from both
EMU and the Rhode Island School of Design.

•

Four very comprehensive guaranteed maximum price design/build proposals for
the new student union and the reassignment of McKenny space have now been
received, and a structured blind review of the proposals will take place over the
course of the next week.

•

ENCTJ is collaborating with the \Vashtenaw County Health Department, the
University of Michigan, and our local hospitals to effectively develop a
preventive plan to address the outbreak of SARS world\.vide. To date, EivfU has
established a website for updated infonnation and travel advisories, conducted
infonnation sessions for employee groups, and developed a pre-arrival plan for
incoming students this fall.

•

The results from the April 2003 Michigan Test for Teacher Certification have
been posted and I am pleased to announce that once again E~fU graduates
continue to do well. \Ve had a 100 percent pass rate in 14 of the 3 7 fields tested
and were at or above the state pass rate in 31.

•

EMU's baseball team won its first MAC championship in 21 years and earned its
first NCAA tournament appearance since 1982. The women's track team also
won the MAC Championship.

•

We launched a refonnatted magazine as part of a new communications plan for
University Advancement. More than 105,000 copies of THE EDGE were mailed
in May to friends and alumni of the University. The printed version of the
magazine will be supplemented by a monthly electronic issue which we \vill
launch this week.

•

Students from our Historic Preservation program are helping to restore a British
cannon that may be as much as 276 years old. The 1,325-pound cannon was
recovered from the Detroit River in 1987 and bears the broad arrow of British
government weapons manufactured between 1727 and 1760. 'When restored, the
cannon will be housed at the Michigan Historical Museum in Lansing.

•

For the second consecutive year, El\,fU won a Work/Life Balance Designation
Award from the Washtenaw Work/Life Consortium. EMU was recognized for
providing comprehensive health and dental coverage, paid sick and vacation time,
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an employee assistance program, on-site childcare, recreational facilities and
flexible scheduling.
As indicated in our regular Information and Communications Technology (ICT) update
for the Board, all elements of our plan are on course. Especially noteworthy is the
successful implementation of online student registration and additional web
enhancements that enable students to access course confirmations, bills, unofficial
transcripts and financial aid accounts on the web, and the completion of the second round
of computer replacements in our Refresh Program, which included ten academic labs
available to students. Our Banner Student Process Team is being recognized by the
Board today, and a reception for team members, to which all are invited, will occur
across the hall immediately following our meeting.
Other milestones in our continuous improvement efforts include the following:
•

Accreditation of our College of Education Clinics by the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association.

•

The University is proceeding with the conversion to distribute student financial
aid refunds electronically through the University's new Eagle Express Card. Our
previous card is being replaced by a new "One Card" that all students will receive
and will accommodate all of their card needs. This is a significant time saver and
service enhancement, eliminating the printing and distribution of over 16,000
checks and the lines that students previously encountered to receive their financial
aid refunds.

•

Results of the third Student Services Satisfaction Survey are now completed and
they demonstrated a double digit increase in the levels of student satisfaction with
services in financial aid, registration, records, advising and student business
services. Some of the services involved in the study include telephone service,
forms clarity, accuracy of information, speed of service and staff service attitudes.

The spring has been an excellent time for fundraising at EMU, and April was an
especially productive month-our most successful in seven years. Several highlights of
our private fundraising include:
•

An anonymous gift of $250,000 was provided to enhance the John W. Porter
Endowed Chair in Urban Education to further support graduate student research
in collaboration with the Porter Chair.

•

An equipment gift-in-kind, a mass spectrometer, has been received from Pfizer
and valued at $300,000. Pfizer also announced this year's Pfizer Undergraduate
Research Award winners, who represent the third group of minority
undergraduates to benefit from the opportunity to conduct research with Pfizer
scientists.
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•

We completed the second annual Walk for Women's Athletics with more than
340 walkers and nine community sponsors who helped raise over $32,000 for
student scholarship aid.

•

WEMU set an on-air fund.raising record for the spring with more than $120,000
pledged, $10,000 above its original goal to successfully offset anticipated budget
cuts.

•

The College of Technology and its Coatings Research Institute and graduate and
undergraduate programs in polymers and coatings have received an equipment
donation valued at over $400,000 from the Eastman Kodak Company.

Many special events occurred on campus this spring. I will name just a few:
•

More than 200 staff and faculty turned out for a first-ever EMU Pride Day for
campus cleanup and beautification. Participants planted flowers, many donated
by staff, and helped pick up litter around campus. A number of us also
participated in the annual YPSI Pride Day. More than 2,500 participants from
throughout the city and township turned out to plant flowers, pick up trash, sweep,
paint, landscape and otherwise beautify the community.

•

A group of 63 outstanding students and five brave staff members participated in
our third annual EMU LeaderShape last month. This six-day, intensive leadership
camp helps students to discover their guiding values and principles in the context
of leading with integrity.

•

The Office of Alumni Relations, together with the Development Office, has
continued its energetic in-state outreach program and hosted alumni, donors and
friends in downtown Detroit in early May, followed by our first ever alumni
gathering in Grand Rapids, with a forthcoming one in Traverse City.

•

EMU's Center for Organizational Risk Reduction is a cosponsor of the Homeland
Security Leadership Series in Detroit this month. Shelby Slater, an EMU
alumnus, is Director of Detroit's Office of Homeland Security. This event is the
first of five programs to be conducted nationwide.

•

Alumni, K-12 educators, community college educators, business leaders and
public officials have been invited to learn more about EMU, strengthen
relationships to enhance enrollment, gather data for future planning, and help
assess institutional strengths and challenges in anticipation of submitting an
application to the Higher Learning Commission for our regional reaccreditation
process. Focus groups involving these individuals are planned for this week in
Romulus and Troy.
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•

Also this week the Charter School Summer Fine Arts Camp is being held on
EMU's campus, involving 300 middle school students from around the state who
will receive drama, vocal and instrumental instruction.

It is always a pleasure for me to share with you some of the honors and activities of our
faculty, staff, students and alumni. Again, in the interest of time, I will mention just a
few.
•

EMU students Brett Pedersen and Chris Roberson won the 2003 American
Collegiate Intramural Association's National Fitness Championship in Orlando,
Florida.

•

EMU and Dr. Jerry Robbins, Dean of the College of Education, were invited to
testify before the U.S. House Committee on Education and the Work Force and
it's Subcommittee on 21 51 Century Competitiveness relating to the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act Title II on Teacher Training. Dean Robbins was
accompanied by Vice President Juanita Reid and recent graduate Sergio Garcia.

•

At the recent National JazzWeek Summit, the nation's jazz radio and industry
conference, peers recognized Linda Yohn, Music Director at WEMU, as
Programmer of the Year for smaller markets and WEMU was recognized as
Station of the Year in smaller markets.

•

Cathy Lower, our Director of Licensing, recently published her first book,
"Creepy Colleges and Haunted Universities." Along with co-author Cynthia
Thuma, Lower chronicles "true ghost stories" as told across the nation's college
campuses. Eastem's "ghost of Pease" is featured in the book.

•

Carl Ojala, Professor in Geography and Geology, was named an Environmental
Hero by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Ojala was
honored for his tireless efforts to preserve and protect the nation's environment.

Seven distinguished alumni were recognized during the 42nd Annual Alumni Awards
dinner May 10. They included:
•

Outstanding Young Alumni - Arthur Rockall and Dagny Rude

•

Alumni Achievement - Dr. L. Gayle Green

•

Distinguished Alumni - Ken Bruchanski and Raymond Lombardi

•

Distinguished Service Awards - Paul Tucker and Roy Wilbanks.

Four faculty were honored with Ronald W. Collins Distinguished Faculty Awards during
EMU's Salute to Excellence week. Those honored were:
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•

Joseph Csicsila, an Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature, who
received the Teaching I Award,

•

Jamin Eisenbach, Professor of Biology, who received the Teaching II Award,

•

Catherin Bach, Professor of Biology, who received the Scholarly/Creative
Activities Award, and

•

Mildred Lintner, Professor of Computer Science, who received the Service to the
University Award.

With Board action today, the University officially says goodbye to three outstanding
leaders, Earl Potter, Jill Pollock and Carole Huston. Earl resigns as Dean of the College
of Business effective this month to accept a position as Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs at Southern Oregon University; Jill has just assumed her new position
as Chief Human Resources Officer at the University of Cincinnati; and Carole Huston
retired as Senior Women's Athletic Director last month after 28 years in sports
administration. All of these individuals have made positive contributions to EMU and I
have been delighted to work with them. I know you will join me in wishing them well.

-10-

.6111M

TREASURER'S REPORT

Section 1
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Treasurer's Report for
the month of April 2003, be received and placed on file.

Motion Carried .

.6112M

INTERNAL AUDIT

Section 2
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Internal Audit report
for March through May 2003, be received and placed on file.

Motion Carried.

.6113M

GRANTS/CONTRACTS

Section 3
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that 89 grants and contracts
totaling $3,591,574 for the period 03/01/03 through 05/31/03 be accepted.

Motion Carried.

.6114M

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS PROGRESS

Section 4
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place
on file the Construction Projects Progress Report for the period ending June 17, 2003.

Motion Carried.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Section 5
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Student Accounts
Receivables Ration Analysis, the Student Accounts Receivable Reports, and the Collection
Agency Inventory as of April 30, 2003, be received and placed on file.

Motion Carried .

. 6116M

2002-03 GENERAL FUND BUDGET STATUS REPORT

Section 6
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place
on file the 2002-03 General Fund Budget Status Report.

Motion Carried.

.6117M

REPORT: INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY STATUS

Section 7
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board receive and place
on file the ICT Report.

Motion Carried.
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.61181\1

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE/PROFESSIONAL
APPOINTMENTS/TRANSFERS

Section 8
Regent Morris moved and Regent Antonini seconded that the Board approve two
Administrative/Professional appointments and one transfer Administrative/Professional
appointment as shown below.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL HIRING REPORT
_ast Name
Schott
VanDerVeldc

First Name
Linda
Robert

Race/Gender
W/F
\VIM

Rank
J\Pl2
J\PI 3a

Salarv

$80000
$119000

Department
Women's Studies
Academic Affairs

ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL TRANSFERS
First Name
Denise

Last Name
Tanguay

Race/Gender
W/F

Rank
J\P13

Salary

Department

127000

College of Business

Motion Carried .

.6119M

STAFF APPOINTMENTS

Section 9
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board of Regents
approve the 10 staff appointments listed on the following page.
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BOARD REPORT FOR: 06/17/03
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN
EMPLOYEE GROUP

!'D

p.
DEPARTMENT

~
~

JOB TITLE

Ellis, Cynthia

University Marketing &
Communications

AP-08

Farmer, Steven

Intercollegiate Athletics

Salem, Tim

EEFECTIVE
DATE

M.51;_
SALARY

%..Aee.I

MQ.E

~

REASON

Associate Director, Special Events &
Public Engagement

04/07/03

$30,000

100

B

F

New Hire

AC-12

Assistant Football Coach

03/17/03

$48,000

100

Al

M

New Hire

Intercollegiate Athletics

AC-12

Assistant Football Coach

04/09/03

$50,000

100

w

M

New Hire

Summers, Curtis

Institutional Research and
Information Management

PT-10

Senior Technology Analyst

03/24/03

$50,000

100

w

M

New Hire

Yan.Song

Institutional Research and
Information Management

PT-09

Research Analyst Senior

05/12/03

$45,500

100

A

M

New Hire

Uranis, Julie

Continuing Education

PT-08

Workforce Education Specialist

05/05/03

$25,620

65

w

F

New Hire

Campbell, Robert

Dining Services

PT-07

Unit Manager, Cash Food Operations

05/01/03

$37,622

100

B

M

New Hire

Lee, Keun-Mae

ICARD

PT-06

Site Coordinator

05/05/03

$21,671

80

A

F

New Hire

Smith, Cordekia

ICARD

PT-06

Sile Coordinator

05/05/03

$21,671

80

8

F

New Hire

Farrugia, Maria

ICARD

CS-05

Senior Secretary

03/24/03

100

w

F

New Hire

....
I

./;:,..
I

$26,118

.6120M

SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS

Section 10
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve 42
separations and retirements for the reporting period February 21, 2003 through June 30, 2003
as shown on the following listings.

-15-

BOARD REPORT FOR: 06/17/03
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN
EMPLOYEE GROUP

mA'RA,,u!!ffl,

CLASS

m:, ,ffl:m:W, ~

•... J.

" '"'
SEPARATIONS

PEeARTMENT

SEeABATIQN

.BASE..

B8NK

JQB TITLE

l:il8E...

l::ffiME

Q8Il;

MIE

SALARY

Chew, Robert E.

Department of Art

F-24

Professor

09/01/66

03/04/03

$64,022

100

w

M

Deceased

Ehrlich, Allen S.

Sociology

F-16

Professor

09/01/66

04/30/03

$60,242

100

w

M

Retirement

Youssef, Zakhour

Psychology

F-16

Professor

09/01/65

05/01/03

$91,936

100

w

M

Retirement

Kielb, Michael

Biology

L-16

Lecturer I

06/29/01

06/25/03

$25,500

100

w

M

Resigned

Kotulski, Charles

Chemistry

L-16

Lecturer I

01/02/97

04/30/03

$28,080

100

M

M

Resigned

Potter Ill, Earl H.

Business Office of Dean

AP-14A

Academic Dean

03/16/00

06/30/03

$135,736

100

w

M

Resigned

Pollock, E. Jill

Human Resources

AP-14

Executive Director of
Human Resources

11/26/01

06/06/03

$111,200

100

Al

F

Resigned

Huston, Carole

Intercollegiate Athletics
Administration

AP-12

Associate Director
Intercollegiate Athletics

08/05/91

05/16/03

$80,758

100

w

F

Retirement

Torok, George E.

Employee Relations

AP-09

Employee Relations
Associate

01/04/86

05/01/03

$65,932

100

w

M

Retirement

Molnar Jr., Charles E.

Intercollegiate Athletics Mens Football

AC-12

Assistant Coach
(FtblfMnWm Bsketbl)

07/01/02

03/17/03

$50,000

100

w

M

Resigned
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DATE: JlJ""7, 2003
BOARD REPORT FOR: 06/17/03
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN
EMPLOYEE GROUP

EASTERN MICHlu.JNIVERSITY
SEPARATIONS/ RETIREMENTS

~GE2
RETIREMENTS/
SEPARATIONS

DEeARIMENI

CLASS
.RAflK

JQB IIILE

.tU.RE..
OAIE

SEeARAIIQN

~

Pierson, Ann M.

Intercollegiate Athletics Womens Softball

AC-11

Assistant Coach (Sftb,
Ccffrk, Vol, Bsb)

07/22/98

06/30/03

$28,876

100

w

F

Assignment Ended

Buswink, Mark

ICT Administrative
Applications

PT-09

Client Server
AnalysUProgrammer II

12/20/95

03/21/03

$47,602

100

w

M

Resigned

Clarke, Velma

Arts & Sciences

PT-09

Administrative Manager

10/01/73

05/10/03

$63,245

100

B

F

Deceased

06/06/96

05/13/03

$42,577

100

w

M

Resigned

QAIE

MSE...

.%..

SALARY AeeI

RACE .5..EX

REASON

Melby, James

Controller's Office

PT-09

Coordinator Business &
Finance Information
Systems

Moskal. Coleen

UAW Ford Rouge 01/02

PT-06

Workplace Education
Specialist

12/15/97

04/01/03

$41,311

100

w

F

Retirement

Nalley, Patrick

Delphi Shoemaker Skill
Center 02

PT-OB

Workplace Education
Specialist

09/11/00

03/24/03

$25,669

65

w

M

Resigned

Novelli, Dennis

Delphi Shoemaker Skill
Center02

PT-06

Workplace Education
Specialist

08/26/00

03/26/03

$40,261

100

w

M

Resigned

Pozon, Timolin

UAW-GM Skills Center

PT-08

Workplace Education
Specialist

04/11/01

05/12/03

$37,780

100

8

F

Resigned

Copsey,Suzan

University Marketing

PT-07

Marketing Associate II

02/17/03

04/25/03

$35,500

100

w

F

Resigned

Reading, Jacob C.

NPR/CPR Radio
Communication

PT-07

Radio Announcer-Afternoon

10/09/00

02/21/03

$31, 151

100

w

M

Resigned

Schwinn, Carole J.

CE Regional Centers
Jackson

PT-07

Regional Manager
Continuing Education

07/06/02

03/12/03

$18,318

50

w

F

Resigned

I
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DATE: J ~ l . 2003
BOARD REPORT FOR: 06/17/03
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN
EMPLOYEE GROUP

EASTERN MICHk.-NIVERSITY
SEPARATIONS/ RETIREMENTS

.GE3
RETIREMENTS/
SEPARATIONS

CLASS

tilBE..

DEPARTMENT

BANK JOB TITLE

SEPARATION

NAME

DATE

.MIE

MacBride, Michael

Parking

PT-06

Supervisor Parking
Operations

02120/02

06/27/03

$29,870

100

w

M

Resigned

Barker, Joanne

Physical Plant

CS-05

Senior Secretary

01/06/92

05/02/03

$26,633

100

w

F

Retirement

Capilla, Monica

Parking

CS-05

Account Specialist

07/29/02

05/16/03

$26, 118

100

w

F

Resigned

Grissom, Michael R.

Public Safely Office

CS-05

Police Dispatcher

01/05/99

03/27/03

$26, 118

100

w

M

Resigned

Holl, Christy

!CARD

CS-05

Senior Secretary

07/24/00

03/06/03

$26, 118

100

w

F

Resigned

USDE: LEP-TNET Year 4

CS-05

Senior Secretary

10/16/02

04/30/03

$13,059

50

w

F

Resigned

Social Work

CS-05

Senior Secretary

10/26/00

05/22/03

$25, 113

100

w

F

Deceased

Ojala, Virginia M.

Interdisciplinary Technology

CS-05

Senior Secretary

10/08/84

06/30/03

$29,470

100

w

F

Retirement

Racine. Tammy

Human Environmental and
Consumer Resources

CS-05

Senior Secretary

12/21198

05/02/03

$26, 118

100

w

F

Resigned

Coves,Lenelle

Accounts Payable

CS-04

Senior Account Clerk

04/10/95

05/03/03

$22,224

100

B

F

Resigned

Greene, Donna F.

Music

CS-04

Senior Account Clerk

09/18/91

03/28/03

$12,406

50

w

F

Resigned

-

.BASE..
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Koivu, Ruth

Niles, Judy

E.
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DATE: Jl-17, 2003
BOARD REPORT FOR: 06/17/03
ALPHABETICAL LISTING WITHIN
CLASSIFICATION LEVEL WITHIN
EMPLOYEE GROUP

™E
p.
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DEPARTMENT

EASTERN MICHh~.,UNIVERSITY
SEPARATIONS/ RETIREMENTS

~GE4
RETIREMENTS/
SEPARATIONS

J::IIB.E..

SEPARATION

QAIE

OAIE

.6.ASE...
SALARY

library Assistant II

07/06/02

03/20/03

$23, 113

100

w

F

Resigned

CLASS

MNK JOB TlTLE

.%_

AEe.I BAC.E SEX REASON

Griffin, Amy

Learning Resources - Library CS-04

Lewis, Marjorie

Chemistry

CS-04

Secretary 11

10/09/95

03/16/03

$24,811

100

w

F

Discharged

Pierce. Arnette

COE-Office of Academic
Services

CS-04

Secretary II

09/04/02

04/18/03

$23, 113

100

B

F

Resigned

Walker, Arthur

Hoyt Catering

FM-10

Dining Services Group
Leader

01/02/85

02/24/03

$29,682

100

w

M

Retirement

Bass, Dennis

Custodial Services

FM-06

Custodian

12/19/99

05/08/03

$27,726

100

B

M

Resigned

Childers, Charles

Custodial Services

FM-06

Custodian

06/15/88

04/25/03

$29,557

100

w

M

Resigned

Dailey, Billie

Custodial Services

FM-06

Custodian

04/30/92

05/23/03

$28,558

100

w

F

Resigned

Jemison, Don

Custodial Services

FM-06

Custodian

07111/89

03/10/03

$29,557

100

B

M

Resigned

Sutter, Dale

Custodial Services

FM-06

Custodian

02/16/03

04/01/03

$21,862

100

w

M

Unsatisfactory
Probation Period

Woller, James E.

Dining Commons #1

FM-06

Cook

10/01/65

05/02/03

$29,557

100

w

M

Retirement

....
\0
I

I

.6121M

EMERITUS FACULTY STATUS

Section 11
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board grant Emeritus
Faculty Status to the three former faculty members listed below.

Allen S. Ehrlich - Professor, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminology
From 1968 - 2003 (35 years)
George E. Haynam - Professor, Department of Computer Science
From 1986- 2001 (14.5 years)
Marcello Truzzi (Posthumously) - Professor, Department of Sociology, Anthropology
And Criminology
From 1974-2003 (29 years)

'

Motion Carried .

.6122M

FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

Section 12
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve eighteen
new tenure-track appointments for the 2003-2004 academic year at the ranks, salaries, and
effective dates shown on the following list.
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FACULTY HIRING REPORT

·paJ.I.IU::) UO!JOJ\I

Last Name
Benitez
Ensor
Garrett
Garrett
Jones
Koch
Neufeld
Rutherford
Suchan
Yang

First Name
Vincent
Brad
Edward
Simon
Robert
Ellen
Christine
Sandra
Thomas
Guey-Meei

Race/Gender
H/M
W/M
W/M
W/M
W/M
W/F
W/F
W/F
W/M
A/F

Rank
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Salarv
45000
45800
44500
49000
45200
46200
43500
44500
42500
48000

De(!artment
Music
SAC
English
Chemistry
Geog/Geo I
Psychology
English
Geog/Geo I
Art
Art

Endres
Isenhour
Ross

Megan
Linda
Barbara

W/F
W/F
W/F

Assistant
Assistant
Associate

74000
73500
95000

Management Organizational Behavior
Management HR Resources
Acctg/Financc Accounting Info. Systems

COE

Carpenter
Halquist
Palladino
Parks

Robert
Donald
John
Loreen a

W/M
W/M
W/M
W/F

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

45000(wPhD)
45000
46000(wPhD)
46000

Teacher Educ
Teacher Educ
Special Educ
Special Educ

Educational Psychology
Elementary Education
Emotional Impairment
Learning Disabilities

COT

Pouria

Arezou

W/F

Assistant

57750

Indust Tech

Construction Management

College

CAS

COB
I

N
......
I

CURRENT HIRING STATISTICS:
Total:

18

Male:
Female:
White:
I Iispanic:
Asian:
Total Minorities Race)

9 (50%)
9 (50%)
16 (89%)
I (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
2 (11 %)

S(!ecialization
Music Theory/Lit/Composition
Archeology/Phy. Forensic Anth.
Computational Linguistics
Analytical Chemistry
Urban/Regional Planning
Clinical Behavioral
Medieval Literature
Earth Science Teacher Education
Art History
Art Education

.6123M

FACULTY REAPPOINTMENTS

Section 13
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded the motion to accept the
reappointment of 135 probationary faculty members for the 2003-04 academic year.
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2003-04 Faculty Reappointments
College of Arts & Sciences
Name

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Ajrouch, Kristine
Alexander, Jessica
Armitage, Ruth Ann
Atzmon, Leslie
Babcock. Donald
Baker, William
Blakely, Colin
Blumner, Jacob
Byrd, Michelle
Calin, Ovidiu
Chamberlain, Kathleen
Clark-McCracken, Christine
Clemans, Daniel
Corsianos, Marilyn
Coykendall, Abigail
Csicsila, Joseph
Damiano, Carla
Dehoog, John
Dorsey, John
Egge, James
Estrem, Heidi
Francouer, Steve
Grondona, Veronica
Gustavson, Kevin
Hume, Christine
Hyndman, Chris
Kasten, Andrea
Keller, Benjamin
Kolopajlo, Larry
Laporte, Marianne
Lauterbach, Dean
Leapard, Barbara
Lindsey, Harriet
Lucy, Robin
Maniccam, Suchindra
Maniotes, Andrew
Mason, Matthew
Mayda, Chris
Milletti, Christina
Moore, Adam
Narayanan, Krish
Nation, Richard
Nelson, Brian
Nelson, Michelle
Olwell, Russell
Orrange, Robert

ATTACHMENT A
Rank
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
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Department
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology
Communication & Theatre Arts
Chemistry
Art
Music
English
Art
English
Psychology
Mathematics
History & Philosophy
Geography & Geology
Biology
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology
English
English
Foreign Language & Bilingual Studies
Art

Music
History & Philosophy
English
Biology
English
Geography & Geology
English
Art

English
Computer Science
Chemistry
Biology
Psychology
Mathematics
Chemistry
English
Computer Science
Art
History & Philosophy
Geography & Geology
English
History & Philosophy
Computer Science
History & Philosophy
Art
Art

History & Philosophy
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology

College of Arts & Sciences - continued
Name
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Petrescu, Claudia
Poh, Elsa
Quiel, Raymond
Reiling, Denise
Reinhardt, Ulrich
Richard, David
Ruggiero, Maria
Saules, Karen
Schoenals, Joel
Semple, Hugh
Serena-Poli, Maria
Shillington, Cara
Sickles-Tavis, Lauren
Tanner, Christine
Tomaszewski, Andreas
Wang, Bingwu
Wang, Wendy
Zinggeler, Margrit

Rank
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Department
Political Science
Computer Science
Communication & Theatre Arts
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology
Biology
Psychology
Art
Psychology
Music
Geography & Geology
Geography & Geology
Biology
Geography & Geology
Communication & Theatre Arts
Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology
Mathematics
Foreign Language & Bilingual Studies
Foreign Language & Bilingual Studies

College of Business
Name
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Brickner, Daniel
Chowdhury, Sanjib
Chung, Sock
Etter, Edwin
Frye, Crissie
Hwang, Angela
Lee, Huei
Pearcy, Dawn
Schulz, Eric
Sonmez, Elif
Wong, Diana

Rank
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Department
Accounting & Finance
Management
Computer Information Systems
Accounting & Finance
Management
Accounting & Finance
Computer Information Systems
Marketing
Management
Marketing
Management

College of Education
Name
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Annstrong, Jeffrey
Balowski, Janet
Bishop, Joe
Burke, Wendy
Bums, Carolyn
Burton, Ella
Camey, Karen
Carter, Carolyn
Choudhuri, Devika

Rank
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
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Department
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Leadership & Counseling
Special Education
Teacher Education
Leadership & Counseling

College of Education - continued
Name

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

Colon, Geffrey
Copeland, Nancy
Dichtelmiller, Margo
Dokes-Brown, Marion
Faust, Roberta
Ginsberg, Sarah
Harmon, Deborah
Hoffman, Ellen
Jerome, Sherry
Johnson, Jodi
Jones, Toni Stokes
Karshin, Christine
Lee, Lidia
Levin, Sheldon
Lowenstein, Ethan
Margerum-Leys, Jon
Maylone, Nelson
McCarthy, Susan
McGinnis, Jacquelyn
McGregor, Steve
Nair, Murali
Parker, Kathlyn
Rearick, Mary
Schulz, Jeffrey
Shelton, William
Tonkovich, John
Williamson, Ronald
Zamani, Eboni

Rank
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

Department
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Special Education
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Teacher Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Special Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Teacher Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Special Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Special Education
Teacher Education
Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance
Leadership & Counseling
Special Education ·
Leadership & Counseling
Leadership & Counseling

College of Health & Human Services
Name

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

Alford-Trewn, Peggy
Brooks, Judith
Croxall, Colleen
Gregory, Susan
Love, Dian
Reeves, Gretchen
Vandewiele Milligan, Nancy
Welker, Kelly
Wu, Tsu-Yin

Rank
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
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Department
Nursing
Human, Environmental, & Consumer Resources
Associated Health Professions
Human, Environmental, & Consumer Resources
Human, Environmental, & Consumer Resources
Associated Health Professions
Associated Health Professions
Human, Environmental, & Consumer Resources
Nursing

College of Technology
Name

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
13 l
132

Bari, Mohammad
Cardon, Phillip
Ferber, Miklos
Kinczkowski, Linda
Mannari, Vijay
Mitchell, Greg
Moylan, William
Pilato, Denise
Ray, Daniel
Texter, John
Wang, Jianhua

Rank

Department

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor

Industrial Technology
Business & Technology Education
Industrial Technology
Business & Technology Education
Interdisciplinary Technology
Industrial Technology
Interdisciplinary Technology
Interdisciplinary Technology
Business & Technology Education
Interdisciplinary Technology
Industrial Technology

Rank

Department

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

University Library
University Library
University Library

Library Resources & Technologies
Name

133 Klopfer, Lisa
134 Nims, Julia
135 Owen, Eric

Motion Carried.
-26-

.6124M

FACULTY TENURE

Section 14
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded the motion to approve the
granting of tenure to 25 faculty members beginning 2003 fall semester.
2003-04 Tenure Appointments
Name
I

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Adler-Kassner, Linda
Albayyari, Jihad
Baier, Randal
Baiyee, Martha
Bernstein, Jeffrey
Brewer, Timothy
Butch, Elizabeth
Carroll, James J
Friehe, Timothy
Fulkert, Ronald
Green, Teresa C
Hoodin, Flora M
Howells, Valerie
Kem,RogerM
Knapp, James A
Liggit, Peggy
Majeske, Paul
Nabors, Nina A
Nunn, Patricia
Pedersen O'Brien, Julianne
Shirato, Linda
Smith, Heather
Stille, Lee
Williams, Michael
Woodie!, Donna K

Rank

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Motion Carried.
-27-

Department

English
Industrial Technology
Library
Teacher Education
Political Science
Chemistry
Chemistry
Physics & Astronomy
Chemistry
BTE
Political Science
Psychology
AHP
Sociology
English
Biology
Interdisciplinary Technology
Psychology
Nursing
HPERD
Library
Chemistry
CTA
Nursing
HPERD

.6176M

FACULTY PROMOTIONS

Section 15

Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that Board accept and place on
file the report entitled Promotion of Faculty Members for 2003-04.

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Last Name

First Name

Alder-Kassner
Baier
Baiyee
Barrott
Barton
Bernstein
Brewer
Bunsis
Butch
Caniglia
Carroll
Cooper
Croxall
Daisey
Davis
Foreman
Fulkert
George
Green
Hendrix
Holmes
Hoodin
Howells
Kasen ow
Kem
Knapp
Kustron
Liggit
McCullough
Nabors
Nunn
O'Brien Pedersen
Owen
Pawloski
Reid
Schlagheck
Shirato
Sims Gray
Stille
Williams
Woodie!
Zot

Linda
Randal
Martha
James
Daryl
Jeffery
Timothy
Howard
Elizabeth
Joanne
James
John
Colleen
Peggy
Judy
Chris
Ronald
Laura
Teresa
Lolita
Heather
Flora
Valerie
Michael
Roger
Jim
Konnie
Peggy
Tammy
Nina
Patricia
Julianne
Eric
Carole
David
Carol
Linda Adler
Sylvia
Lee
Michael
Kay
Henry

Department
English Language & Literature
Library
Teacher Education
Leadership & Counseling
Marketing
Political Science
Chemistry
Accounting & Finance
Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics & Astronomy
Communication & Theatre Arts
Associated Health Professions
Teacher Education
Marketing
Communication & Theatre Arts
Business & Technology Education
English Language & Literature
Political Science
English Language & Literature
Chemistry .
Psychology
Associated Health Professions
Geography & Geology
Sociology, Anthropology, & Criminology
English Language & Literature
Business & Technology Education
Biology
Marketing
Psychology
Nursing
HPERD
Library
Art
Physics & Astronomy
English Language & Literature
Library
Social Work
Communication & Theatre Arts
Nursing
HPERD
Biology

1otion Carried.
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College

Promotion

CAS
LIB
COE
COE
COB
CAS
CAS
COB
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CHHS
COE
COB
CAS
COT
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CAS
CHHS
CAS
CAS
CAS
COT
CAS
COB
CAS
CHHS
COE
LIB
CAS
CAS
CAS
LIB
CHHS
CAS
CHHS
COE
CAS

Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Assistant
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associate
Professor

.6125M

EMERITUS STAFF STATUS

Section 16
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board grant Emeritus
Staff Status to Carole Huston, retired Senior Associate Athletics Director.

Motion Carried .

.6126M

STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Section 17
Regent Griffin moved and Regent Brandon seconded that the Agenda for June 17,
2003, and the Minutes of March 18, 2003, be received and placed on file.
Motion Carried.

.6127M

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMITTEE

Section 18
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Educational Policy
Committee Agenda for June 17, 2003, and the minutes of March 18, 2003, be received and
placed on file.
Motion Carried .

. 6128M

2003-04 SABBATICAL LEAVE AWARDS

Section 19
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board accept and place
on file the Report on 2003-04 Sabbatical Leaves as shown on the following listing.
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EASTERN MlcmGAN UNIVERSITY
DMSION OF ACADEl\ofIC AFFAIRS

2003-2004 SABBATICAL LEAVE AWARDS

Two Semesters

Peter Bednekoff, Biology,
"Costs and Benefits of Living on the Edge of Groups"

David Geherin, English Language and Literature
"Scene of the Crime: The Role of Place in Crime and Mystery Fiction"

Tamara Greco, Biology
"Using a Microarray Strategy to Identify Estrogen-Regulated Genes"

Wayne Hanewicz, Interdisciplinary Technology
"Study of Paradigms in Technology"

Louise Jones, Human, Environmental, and Consumer Resources
"Certificate in Green/Sustainable Interior Design"

Melissa Motschall, English Language and Literature
"An Examination of the Relationship Between Formal Education and Practical

Experience in Preparing Students for Careers in Public Relations"

Julia Myers, Art
"Robert Wylie and the American Search for Community in Brittany"

Pamela Ruiter-Feenstra, Music
"Bach and Improvisation: Learning the Language"

Joanna Scott, Political Science
"Book Manuscript for Rowman and Littlefield: Hannah Arendt: The Shock of
Experience"

One Semester

Ernest Beringer, Physics and Astronomy
"Photoluminescence Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Heterostructures"
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Joanne Caniglia, Mathematics
"Teachers Learning Together: Investigating Effective Strategies for the Retention of
Urban Teachers Through Lesson Study Methodology"

Kay Hodges, Psychology
"A Pilot Study of Factors which Influences Dissemination of Evidence-Based Treatment
and Their Relationship to Client Outcome"

Stephanie Newell, Management
"Managing Organizational Identity: Strategic Decision-Making in a Period of Change"

Valerie Polakow, Teacher Education
"Who Cares for the Children? Policy, Poverty, and Child Care"

Raymond Rosenfeld, Political Science
"Fulbright-University of Calgary Distinguished Chair in North American Studies and
Civic Culture Research"

Donald Snyder, Chemistry
"Surface Derivation of Conducting Polymers with Immunospecific Biomolecules for
Impedance Spectroscopy-Based Biosensors"

Glenn Walker, Biology
"Developmental Deformities Associated with Specific Levels of PCB Congener in Lake
Trout Embryos"

Patricia Williams, Art
"Development of a Certificate Program in Jacquard Weaving"

Motion Carried.
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.6129M

2003-04 FACULTY RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY
FELLOWSHIPS

Section 20
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board accept the report
on 2003-04 Faculty Research and Creative Activity Fellowships.
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EASTERN MlCIDGAN UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

2003-2004 FACULTY RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY
FELLOWSHIPS

Monroe P. Friedman, Psychology
"Partnering with an Urban Community Agency to Research and Alleviate the
Consumer Problems of Hispanic Immigrants"

Deborah L. Heyl-Clegg, Chemistry
"Cyclic Peptide Inhibitors of a-Amylase: Synthesis and Kinetic Analysis"

Sarah Huyvaert, Teacher Education
"Development of Beginning Teachers Who Enter the Classroom Through
Alternative Certification Programs"

Lisa Klopfer, Library
"The Social Context of Libraries and Readers in Two Maharashtrian Cities: A
Baseline Ethnographic Study of Reading Practices and Library Use"

Huei Lee, Computer Information Systems
"An Investigation of the Impact of Using Wireless and Handheld Computers

on Medical Record Input Systems"

Walter R. Parry, Mathematics
"Teichmuller Theory and Three-Dimensional Geometry"

Philip C. Schmitz, History and Philosophy
"The Phoenician Mediterranean: A History of Discovery"

Weidian Shen, Physics and Astronomy
"Investigation of the Adhesion of Ink Deposited on Plastic Films Using a NanoIndenter and a Scanning Probe Microscope"

Diana J. Wong, Management
"Managing Multiple Boundaries in International Business"

Tsu-Yin Wu, Nursing
"A Comparative Study on Physical Activity and Health-Risk Behaviors Among
Native-Born and Immigrant Adolescents in the United States"

Motion Carried.
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.6130M

2003 SPRING-SUMMER RESEARCH AWARDS FOR
RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY

Section 21
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board accept the Report
on 2003 Spring-Summer Awards for Research and Creative Activity.
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EAS1ERN MICI-IlGAN UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

SPRING-SUMMER AWARDS FOR RESEARCH
AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY FOR 2003

Kristine Ajrouch,

Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology

"Enhancing the Visibility of Arab Americans in Aging Research"

Leslie Atzmon, Art
"Dreamland: The Impact of Victorian Science on Sidney Sime's Fantasy
Illustration"

Sanjib Chowdhury,

Management

"What Is the Effect oflndividual-Level and Team-Level Knowledge and Complex
Knowledge Sharing on High-Tech Entrepreneurial Firm Performance?"

Steven Francoeur,

Biology

"Autotrophic Regulation of Wetland Herterotrophic Enzyme Activity: A Coupled
Field and Laboratory Investigation"

Angela Hwang, Accounting and Finance
"Derivative Disclosures after SFAS No. 133 Implementation: Has Reporting on
Derivative Activities Improved?"

Marianne Laporte,

Biology

"Defining Starvation and Responses to Starvation in Plants"

Harriet Lindsay, Chemistry
"A Novel Approach to the Synthesis of Natural and Unnatural Sugar Mimics with
Biomedical Applications"

Vijay Mannari,

Interdisciplinary Technology

"Synthesis and Applications of Urethane-Acrylate Oligomers for UV-Cured
Coating Systems"

Christina Milletti,

English Language and Literature

"The Religious, A Collection of Stories"

David Reid,

Physics and Astronomy

"Electron and Positron Scattering from Molecules"
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Eric Schulz, Management
"Issuance of Stock Options and Firm Performance"

Cara Shillington,

Biology

"Movement Patterns and Metabolic Rates of Male and Female Tarantulas
Theraphosidae: Brachypelma vegans"

John Texter,

Interdisciplinary Technology

"Colloidal Crystalline Array Templates"

Motion Carried.
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.6131M

APPOINTMENT OF CHARTER SCHOOL BOARD
MEMBERS

Section 22
Regent Morris moved and Regent Gordon seconded that the Board appoint Judith
Brooks, Susan Hubbard and Mary E.W. Packard to three-year terms on the Board of
Directors of Ann Arbor Learning Community; Tony Kinsey to a three-year term on the
Board of Directors of Edison Oakland Academy; and Nancy Beckett and Cheryl Garant to
three-year terms on the Board of Directors of Gaudior Academy.

Motion Carried .

.6132M

BOARD POLICIES RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL

Section 23
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
deletion of one policy and the revision of 11 others.
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Recommendations to the Educational Policies Committee
Regarding Revisions to Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
Board of Regents Policies
, :Policy Name

Policy
Number
3.1.2

3.1.3

3.1.6

(t}~
G7
3.1.6.1

Rationale
for
Approval

Equal Employment
In this policy, all references to "handicap" have been changed to
Opportunity/Affirmative "physical or mental disability" to be consistent with State of
i
Action
Michigan and Federal law enactments/amendments (Federal
Americans with Disabilities Act; former Michigan Handicappers'
Civil Rights Act now known as the Michigan Persons with
Disabilities Act). As required by Federal law, the policy has been
amended to include references to "veteran's" status and EMU's
implementation of an affirmative action plan for veterans. Since
the Board of Regents has already taken action to extend the sexual
orientation provision of the policy to medical benefits for faculty
and staff, and is no longer studying this issue, the second
paragraph of the policy statement has been changed accordingly.
Finally, the policy statement has been revised to reflect the current
title and reporting relationship for the Office of Diversity and
Affirmative Action and its Director.
Civil Rights
In this policy, all references to "handicap" have been changed to
"physical or mental disability" to be consistent with State of
Michigan and Federal law enactments/amendments (Federal
Americans with Disabilities Act; former Michigan Handicappers'
Civil Rights Act now known as the Michigan Persons with
Disabilities Act). As required by Federal law, the policy has been
amended to include references to "veteran's" status and EMU's
implementation of an affirmative action plan for veterans. Finally,
as the Board of Regents has already taken action to extend the
sexual orientation provision of the policy to medical benefits for
faculty and staff, and is no longer studying this issue, the second
i
paragraph of the policy statement has been revised accordingly.
It is recommended that this policy, labeled "Conflict of Interest"
Conflict of Interest
be deleted and that the content be integrated into four separate,
existing policies (i.e., 3.1.6.1, 3.1.6.2, 3.1.6.3, and 3.1.7). Only
minimal changes in content have been made; instead, changes in
formatting, labeling, and organization will result in greater clarity
about the application of these policies to all university employees.
Reporting Relationships For clarity, this policy that was previously titled ··conflict of
Interest" is re-titled "Reporting Relationships." Further, reference
to "persons involved in domestic relationships" is included in the
I
policy statement. This revision is consistent with prior Board
actions which added sexual orientation to the University's civil
rights as well as equal employment policy statements and
extended medical benefits to domestic partners of EMU
employees.
06/05/03
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Recommendations to the Educational Policies Committee
Regarding Revisions to Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
Board of Regents Policies
Policy
Number
3.1.6.2

3.1.6.3

3.1.7

3.7.4

3.7.5

7.1.4

7.2.4

Policy Name

Rationale
for
-Approval
Supplemental
For clarity, this policy that was previously entitled "Conflict of
Employment-NonInterest" is now re-titled "Supplemental Employment - NonBargained for
Bargained for Employees." This action is being recommended
Employees
because the supplemental employment guidelines for union
employees are found in the applicable collective bargaining
agreements. Further, the reference to reporting forms in the
"practice" section of the policy statement has been deleted since
reporting forms have not been utilized for several years.
Use of Facilities by
This "Conflict oflnterest" policy statement is now re-titled "Use of
Private Research and Facilities by Private Research and Consulting." Except for
Consulting
formatting, no other revisions were made.
Conflict of Interest:
Relevant sections of Policies 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 have been combined to
University Employees reflect EMU's overall position regarding conflict of interest for all
University employees (except the President whose responsibilities in
the conflict of interest area are covered in another policy). The
policy title has subsequently been changed from "Conflict of
Interest: Senior Administrators" to "Conflict oflnterest - University
Employees." Further, the policy statement is revised to clarify that
the annual written disclosure requirements apply only to senior
administrative employees who are within the management and
administrative compensation bands.
No changes have been made in the content of this policy except in
Extreme Weather
the section related to "responsibility for implementation." These
Policy
wording changes are proposed to clarify the Vice President for
Business and Finance's responsibilities and to omit reference to the
nonexistent position of Executive Vice President.
The actual information included in this policy is basically
Health Services
unchanged, but the content has been reformatted for consistency
with other EMU policies.
The actual information included in this policy is basically
Admissions:
unchanged, but the content has been reformatted for consistency
Admission of
with other EMU policies. The questions have been removed to
Students with Prior
eliminate the necessity ofrevising the policy each time these queries
Convictions and
I
Disciplinary Records change.
!
The
Financial
Aid:
State
Programs
policy
has
been
changed
to
Financial Aid: State
reflect the state programs that are currently administered by the
Programs
Office of Financial Aid. Program descriptions were added and
revised based on the content of current legislation.
I

06105103
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Recommendations to the Educational Policies Committee
Regarding Revisions to Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
Board of Regents Policies

Policy
Number

Policy Name

Rationale
,for
Approval
Mandatory Health
The scope of the policy has been changed to include only those
Insurance for
international students with F or J visa status, instead of including all
International Students international students. The rationale for this change rests in the
determination that the University assumes a responsibility for
international students in those two visa codes, not all visa codes and
that their primary purpose in being at Eastern Michigan University is /
educational. In addition, since the policy requires those students to
,
carry insurance during the semesters in which they are enrolled at
EMU, the policy has been changed to reflect that the health
insurance premium should be assessed for each semester in which
the student will be enrolled rather than as a one-time annual
assessment. Finally, the policy revisions delineate that University
Health Services has the responsibility for the administration of the
policy but that the Offices of Admissions and of International
I
Students are primarily responsible for notification to new students
regarding this policy, as those offices are the main conduits for
II
information to new international students.
•,,

8.0

I

I
I

06/05/03
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3

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
It is the policy of Eastern Michigan University. in recognition of the essential rights of all
employees and applicants as individuals, to recruit and hire in all job classifications without regard
to race, color, religion, creed, sex, age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, veterans status or
physical or mental disability as provided for and to the extent required by state and federal
statutes. Further, it is the policy of the University to take affirmative action to ensure that all
personnel actions such as rate of compensation, promotion, retirement, transfers, fringe benefits.
layoffs, return from layoff, University training programs, social and recreational programs are
administered without regard to race, color, religion, creed, sex, age, national origin, ancestry,
marital status, veterans status or physical or mental disability as provided for and to the extent
required by state and federal statutes. Finally, it is the policy of the University to recruit, hire and
take other personnel actions in all job classifications without regard to sexual orientation.
The sexual orientation provision of this policy shall not prohibit the University from maintaining
relationships with agencies of the federal government. Further, except where approved by
separate action of the Board of Regents the sexual orientation provision of this policy shall not
apply to employment benefits, family housing, financial aid packages and student residency
status.
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE:
Eastern Michigan University reaffirms its equal employment opportunity and affirmative action
policies and is committed to their full implementation. Good faith efforts shall be directed toward
equality of employment opportunity that transcends racial and sexual identities for present and
potential employees. To this end, traditional recruitment and employment patterns have been
amended to increase the number and proportion of women and minority individuals in
instructional and noninstructional positions in every department. unit, and division of the
University, where these individuals are underutilized. Diversity of personnel--men, women,
minority, majority--all properly represented at every level of responsibility will bring new richness
to our environment, intellectually and socially.
The affirmative action plan represents the reaffirmation of Eastern Michigan University to
eliminate discrimination in recruiting, employment, and inequities based on race or sex within its
own structure and to provide leadership in this area for society at large.
The University has also implemented an affirmative action plan for veterans and persons with
disabilities consistent with the regulations of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974
and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
The President and all persons with hiring authority will continue to establish and follow resultoriented procedures to implement these policies of equal employment opportunities and
affirmative action. The Director of Diversity and Affirmative Action (Director} will monitor the
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
progress of the program as it is defined herein and redefined as progress is being made in
reaching and maintaining the goal of equal employment opportunity.
The University shall communicate to prospective employees the existence of the University's
affirmative action program and make available such elements of the programs as will enable such
prospective employees to know of and avail themselves of its benefits.
If employees are pictured in consumer or help-wanted advertising, both minority and majority men
and women should be shown.
The University shall send written notification of policies to all subcontractors, vendors and
suppliers requesting appropriate action on their part.
The University's affirmative action and equal employment opportunity policies and procedures
shall be available to the public through the Office of Diversity and Affirmative Action, Human
Resources Office and the Office of Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
The President of Eastern Michigan University is responsible for the overall implementation of this
program. However, each vice president, dean, director, department head, and other supervisory
personnel has specific responsibility for developing and implementing the program in relation to
recruitment, employment, promotion, and salary progression within his or her functional areas of
responsibility. These individuals shall be evaluated on the basis of their performance in the
implementation of the University's equal employment opportunity and affirmative action policies
by their immediate supervisors.
The Director shall have the responsibility of coordinating all aspects of the equal employment
opportunity and affirmative a~tion program. The Director shall, through the General
Counsel/University Attorney and Vice President for Business and Finance, advise the President
concerning statements of policy and the identification of problem areas; assist in arriving at
methods for solutions to problems; provide the necessary procedural guidance; and coordinate
the efforts in complying with these programs among the various departments.
The Director shall work with the vice presidents, deans, directors, department heads, and other
supervisory personnel to establish guidelines for implementation, along with goals and timetables
where required by law. The goals and timetables shall be reviewed and updated periodically. The
goals and timetables shall specify those areas requiring particular attention and what is
specifically expected to be done to carry out the responsibilities of the program, along with the
necessary time schedules for the achievement of results.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
The above policy covers all University employees and individuals seeking employment with the
University.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, May 16, 1973; para.. 1236M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, January 23, 1996;
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT
Eastern Michigan University shall not discriminate against any person because of race, color,
religion, creed, sex, age, national origin, ancestry, marital status, veterans status or physical or
mental disability as provided for and to the extent required by state and federal statutes. Further,
the University shall not discriminate against any person because of sexual orientation. The
University shall work for the elimination of improper discrimination in the areas listed above (1) in
organizations recognized by the University, and (2) from non-university sources where students
and employees of the University are involved.
The sexual orientation provision of this policy shall not prohibit the University from maintaining
relationships with agencies of the federal government. Further, except where approved by
separate action of the Board of Regents the provisions of this policy shall not apply to
employment benefits, family housing, financial aid-packages and student residency status.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The President of Eastern Michigan University is responsible for the overall implementation of this
policy. The Director of Diversity and Affirmative Action is primarily responsible for the day to day
implementation and enforcement of the policy.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE

The policy covers all operations and activities of the University.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, October 3, 1966; para . .436M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, January 23, 1996;
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EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES
The following policies shall govern married or consanguineous (parent, offspring, or
sibling) persons who are appointed to or are already members of the faculty and staff of
Eastern Michigan University.
Marriage or consanguinity to an Eastern Michigan University employee shall be
considered neither a qualification nor a disqualification for employment at Eastern
Michigan University.
University personnel who are employed in the same instructional department, office, or
administrative unit of the University with a member or members of their family (husband,
wife, offspring, or sibling), shall not participate in recommendations or decisions of direct
concern to a member or members of their family. As used herein, "of direct concern"
includes, but is not limited to, such matters as appointment, retention, tenure, dismissal,
salary, promotion, leave of absence, evaluation, and sabbatical leave.
The dean, director, or account executive, together with the vice-president for business
and finance, shall have the authority and responsibility to insure that no member of a
family has an unchecked or unreviewed responsibility for any matters relating to
University audits, financial records, payroll, or inventory of goods and supplies of another
member of the family. The vice-president for business and finance may issue rules to be
published in the Systems Manual in carrying out this responsibility.
USE OF FACILITIES BY PRIVATE RESEARCH AND CONSULTING
Use of University facilities, services, equipment and supplies for private teaching and
research, consulting, and like activities for personal gain is prohibited except when such
use is a part of a program or project authorized by the Board of Regents, or the
president. When not a part of an authorized project, use of such facilities may be
approved by the vice-president for academic affairs upon payment to the University of an
appropriate fee.
Any request for the use of University facilities, supplies or service which is inconsistent
with the aims, purposes, and policies of the University shall be denied.
SUPPLEMENTAL EMPLOYMENT (NON-BARGAINED FOR EMPLOYEES)
The University encourages the interaction of its faculty and staff with the community and
with governmental, public, and business organizations. Through consulting relationships
and other forms of employment, University employees can be a valuable resource.
Full-time employees of the University may be permitted such supplemental employment.
However, it is understood that such employment must be outside of the employee's
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regular hours of work and must not interfere with the performance of the employee's
duties and responsibilities.
The guidelines outlined below are intended to provide for a limited amount of
supplemental employment and to protect the integrity of the employee-University
employment relationship:
Supplemental employment for non-bargained for, non-teaching employees, may be
permitted when:
It is outside of the employee's regular hours of work and does not interfere with
the employee's assigned duties and responsibilities and does not conflict with
work requirements outside of the University's regular business hours.
Prior to undertaking such outside work, the employee must report to the
department head the nature, extent, and expected duration of such work.
Such reports shall be made on forms provided by the University and shall be
updated at the beginning of each semester or whenever a significant change in
outside employment occurs. Such reports, including the number of hours and
time during which the supplemental employment is to occur, shall be filed with
the employee's department head, who shall report the same to the appropriate
vice president and the internal auditor.
When, in the opinion of the appropriate vice-president/Divisional Head, the
employee's supplemental employment interferes with the performance of the
employee's University duties, the employee may be requested to end or modify
such supplemental employment all as a condition of continued employment as a
full-time employee of the University.
Additional regulation on this subject may also be found and may supersede this policy for
employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 19, 1974; para .. 1384M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 6, 1989; para ..4134M.
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
The following policy shall govern married, domestic partners, or consanguineous (parent,
offspring, or sibling) persons and persons involved in domestic partner relationships who
are appointed to or are already members of the faculty and staff of Eastern Michigan
University.
Marriage or consanguinity to an Eastern Michigan University employee or employee
involvement in a domestic partner relationship shall be considered neither a qualification
nor a disqualification for employment at Eastern Michigan University.
University personnel who are employed in the same instructional department, office, or
administrative unit of the University with a member or members of their family (husband,
wife, offspring, or sibling) or with a domestic partner, shall not participate in
recommendations or decisions of direct concern to a member or members of their family
or their domestic partner. As used herein, "of direct concern" includes, but is not limited
to, such matters as appointment, retention, tenure, dismissal, salary, promotion, leave of
absence, evaluation, and sabbatical leave.
The dean, director, or account executive, together with the vice-president for business
and finance, shall have the authority and responsibility to ensure that no member of a
family or domestic partner has an unchecked or unreviewed responsibility for any matters
relating to University audits, financial records, payroll, or inventory of goods and supplies
of another member of the family or of the employee's domestic partner. The vicepresident for business and finance may issue rules to be published in the Systems
University's Procedures Manual in carrying out this responsibility.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
The Executive Director of Human Resources, Assistant Vice President for Academic
Affairs and University Supervisors have primary responsibility for implementing and
enforcing this policy. Further, it is the individual responsibility of each University
employee to disclose relationships that may violate this policy.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
The policy covers all University Employees.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 19, 1974; para .. 1384M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 6,1989; para . .4134M.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EMPLOYMENT - NON-BARGAINED FOR
EMPLOYEES

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT
The University encourages the interaction of its faculty and staff with the community and
with governmental, public, and business organizations. Through consulting relationships
and other forms of employment, University employees can be a valuable resource.
Full-time employees of the University may be permitted such supplemental employment.
However, it is understood that such employment must be outside of the employee's
regular hours of work and must not interfere with the performance of the employee's
duties and responsibilities.
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE
The guidelines outlined below are intended to provide for a limited amount of
supplemental employment and to protect the integrity of the employee-University
employment relationship:
Supplemental employment for non-bargained for, non-teaching employees, may be
permitted when:
It is outside of the employee's regular hours of work and does not interfere with
the employee's assigned duties and responsibilities and does not conflict with
work requirements outside of the University's regular business hours.
Prior to undertaking such outside work, the employee must report to the
department head the nature, extent, and expected duration of such work.
When, in the opinion of the appropriate vice-president/Divisional Head, the
employee's supplemental employment interferes with the performance of the
employee's University duties, the employee may be requested to end or modify
such supplemental employment all as a condition of continued employment as a
full-time employee of the University.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The Executive Director of Human Resources, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, and
University Supervisors have the primary responsibility for implementing and enforcing this policy.
Further, it is the responsibility of each University employee to disclose his or her supplemental
employment.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE
The policy covers all non-bargained for full-time University employees.
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SUPPLEMENTAL EMPLOYMENT - NON-BARGAINED FOR
EMPLOYEES
Regulations on this subject in regards to bargained-for employees may be found in collective
bargaining agreements.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 19, 1974; para .. 1384M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 6, 1989; para . .4134M.
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USE OF FACILITIES BY PRIVATE RESEARCH AND CONSULTING.

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
Use of University facilities, services, equipment and supplies for private teaching and
research, consulting, and like activities for personal gain is prohibited except when such
use is a part of a program or project authorized by the Board of Regents, or the
president. When not a part of an authorized project, use of such facilities may be
approved by the appropriate vice-president upon payment to the University of an
appropriate fee.
Any request for the use of University facilities, supplies or service which is inconsistent
with the aims, purposes, and policies of the University shall be denied.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
The appropriate Vice President with administrative responsibility for the buildings and/or his or
her designee has primary responsibility for implementing and enforcing this policy.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
The policy is applicable to all University facilities, services, equipment and supplies.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, June 19, 1974; para .. 1384M.
Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 6, 1989; para . .4134M.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST: UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:

No University employee shall have a direct or indirect interest, financial or otherwise, in a contract
with the University or incur any obligation of any nature, when such contract or obligation is in
substantial conflict or provides a potential substantial conflict with the discharge of his or her
duties in the public interest.
Furthermore, no University employee shall accept any payment, remuneration, gratuity or other
money or property of any kind from a corporation, individual or entity which is engaged in one or
more business transactions with the University where there is any relationship, direct or indirect,
between the payment to the individual and the transaction with the University.
(NOTE: A substantial conflict or potential substantial conflict of interest exists when a
University employee: (1) engages in a business transaction as a representative/agent of
the University with a business entity in which he/she holds a title of executive officer, (e.g.
President, vice President, Secretary, Treasurer), or owns or controls directly or indirectly
more than one percent of that entity; or (2) accepts other employment or engages in a
business or professional activity which will require him/her to disclose confidential
information acquired while carrying out his/her official responsibilities.)

UNIVERSITY PRACTICE:
University practices for implementing this policy include:
1.

Senior administrative staff (employees within the Management and Administrative
Compensation Bands) shall complete a disclosure statement annually reporting any
financial conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest, financial or otherwise, to the
University.
(NOTE: Conflict of interest or potential conflict is defined as the ownership or
control of more than one percent of any firm or institution providing goods or
services to Eastern Michigan University by such individuals as noted above or by
a member of their immediate family.)

2.

A disclosure statement for senior administrators is available for compliance with this
policy.

3.

Senior administrative staff shall be required to promptly complete and file an amended
disclosure statement upon the occurrence of any change in circumstances or discovery
of any new information that would alter the previous statement.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST: UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES

RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
It is the individual responsibility of each University employee to disclose conflicts of interest or
potential conflicts of interest to the University. The University's Internal Auditor is directly
responsible for developing appropriate procedures for implementing the provisions of this policy.

SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
This policy affects all Eastern Michigan University employees; however, the President is
responsible for conforming with the Conflict of Interest policy set forth for Board members and the
President.

Authority for Creation or Revision
Meeting of the Board of Regents, June 19, 1974; para.. 1384M.
Meeting of the Board of Regents, December 2, 1987; para ..3634M.
Meeting of the Board of Regents, December 6, 1989; para .. 4134M.
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
It is the policy of Eastern Michigan University that only the President or his/her designee has the
authority to temporarily modify class and/or work schedules in the event of extreme weather
conditions including but not limited to snow, freezing rain, floods, and hazardous winds. This
decision may include the temporary cancellation of all or part of scheduled academic programs
and closure of the University.
During an unscheduled closure, certain designated personnel are expected to report for work. For
the purpose of this policy, designated employees are defined as Safety and Security officers,
Heating Plant employees, Physical Plant Maintenance, Grounds and Custodial employees, Food
Service employees (when students are in residence), switchboard employees, and any other
employees who are specifically requested to report to work by the President or his/her designee.

UNIVERSITY PRACTICE :
University practices for implementing this policy include:
1.

It is the University's practice to evaluate extreme weather conditions in the context of its
responsibility to provide the educational services purchased by students, particularly
those who live on or immediately adjacent to campus.

2.

The Vice President for Business and Finance, utilizing information gathered by the
departments of Public Safety and Physical Plant, will advise the President or his/her
designee of regional weather conditions and advisories affecting vehicle and pedestrian
mobility. In addition to campus roads, walkways, and parking lots, regional streets and
highways and weather reports will be monitored through the Washtenaw County and
State Police agencies.

EXTREME WEATHER POLICY
In the event the President or his/her designee elect to modify class or work schedules,
information will be immediately conveyed to the following campus departments:
EMU Department of Public Safety
EMU switchboard
WEMU-FM (89.1)
EMU Newsline (Dept. of Public Information)
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487-1222
487-1849
487-2229
487-2460

The department of Public Information will also attempt to have the information broadcast over
local radio stations, such as WJR (760-AM), WAAM (1600-Am) and WTKA (1050-AM). However,
any doubt regarding the status of University operations should be confirmed by contacting the
above listed campus departments.
The EMU department of Public Safety will be responsible for entering school closing information
into the Law Enforcement Information Network (LEIN) System, which includes, among its
subscribers, various television and radio stations in the state of Michigan.
In the event that class/work schedules are not officially cancelled due to poor weather conditions,
but an employee is unable or elects, because of personal safety concerns, not to report to work:
the employee must notify his/her immediate supervisor as soon as possible of their intended late
arrival or absence.
In the event that class/work schedules are officially cancelled due to poor weather conditions:
employees who are not required to report for work and/or who have reported for work and are
later sent home, shall be paid in accordance with the terms and conditions of their respective
collective bargaining agreement. Non-bargained for employees will be paid in accordance with
the department of Human Resources' policy regarding closure of the University.

RESP~NSIBILITY:
The Vice President for Business and Finance or his/her designee{s), in consultation with the
Crisis Management Team, has overall responsibility for implementation and administration of this
policy and for amending and/or revising related policies, as necessary, to assure compliance and
consistency with this policy.

SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
This policy applies to all University employees and students.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, December 6, 1994; para. 4927M.
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UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
Alf currently enrolled students, faculty, staff and their spouses are eligible to use University Health
Services (UHS) at Snow Health Center. Students are eligible to utilize UHS up to six months past
their last enrollment date at non-student rates.
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE:
University practices for implementing this policy include:

1.

The scope of services available include confidential services for prevention, illness and injury,
immunizations, vaccinations and allergy shots, gynecological care, and TB, STD and HIV
testing. Pharmaceutical, laboratory and x-ray facilities are located in Snow Health Center.

2.

Nominal fees will be charged for most services rendered, with faculty, staff and their spouse, and
students' spouses being charged slightly higher fees than those paid by currently-enrolled students for
selected medical services. The services of the mental health counselor are free of charge.

3.

Appropriate referrals will be made to a family practitioner or to a specialist when indicated.
Emergency or complicated cases will be referred immediately to nearby hospitafs or other
accredited health care facilities.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION:
The Vice President for Student Affairs has overall responsibility for the implementation and
administration of this policy and has delegated its overall management to the Director of
University Health Services.
SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE:
This policy applies to all eligible University students, current university employees and their
spouses.

Authority for Creation or Revision
Minutes of the Board of Regents, February 16, 1972; para .. 1079M; June 22, 1977; para .. 1813M; June 21, 1978; para .. 1949M; August 20, 1980; para ..2291M; October
26, 1983; ara ..2791 M; A ril 25, 1984; ara ..2900M.
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ADMISSIONS: ADMISSION OF STUDENTS WITH PRIOR
CONVICTIONS AND DISCIPLINARY RECORDS

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT
Eastern Michigan University's admissions application and re-enrollment form include questions regarding
prior criminal convictions and/or disciplinary history, and the information provided by the student may be
considered when making the decision as to whether to admit or re-enroll the student to the University.

UNIVERSITY PRACTICE
A student who answers ·yes' to the prior criminal conviction question or the disciplinary question will
submit a statement of explanation. A review board will review the application and all explanatory
materials of any student answering either of the questions affirmatively. Prior to making and admissions or
re-enrollment decision, the review board may request additional materials from the applicant, conduct a
phone interview with the applicant and/or request that the applicant appear before the review board to
discuss his/her application.
After considering the information, the review board will have the authority to make one of the following
decisions, except that the Vice President for Enrollment Services must approve any decision to deny
admission to the applicant.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deny admission or re-enrollment to the applicant.
Admit or re-enroll the applicant on probation but deny the option of university housing.
Admit or re-enroll the applicant on probation and permit the option of university housing.
Admit or re-enroll the applicant without any conditions.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The Vice President for Enrollment Services is responsible for the implementation of this policy. The
Director of Admissions, Director of Housing, Dean of Students, Director of Student Judicial Services and
the Chief of Police, or their respective designees, will sit on the review committee.

SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE
This policy applies to all Eastern Michigan University students.

Minutes of the Board of Regents. June 20, 2000; para.
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ELIGIBLE MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ARE CONSIDERED FOR STATE CAMPUS BASED AID
PROGRAMS BY COMPLETING AND SUBMITTING THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID
APPLICATION. RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER AWARD CRITERIA ARE
PROMULGATED BY PUBLIC ACT NO. 102 OF 1986, PUBLIC ACT NO. 273 OF 1986, PUBLIC
ACT 288 OF 1986, AS AMENDED BY PUBLIC ACT NO. 47 OF 1990, AND PUBLIC ACT NO.
303 OF 1986. THE MICHIGAN HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY PUBLISHES
ADDITIONAL RULES, REGULATIONS, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.
MICHIGAN CAMPUS BASED AID PROGRAMS:
MICHIGAN WORK STUDY
THE MICHIGAN WORK STUDY PROGRAM HELPS ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MEET
EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES BY PLACEMENT IN ON AND OFF-CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT.
THE PRIMARY CRITERION FOR AWARD CONSIDERATION IS FINANCIAL NEED.
MICHIGAN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT
THIS GRANT IS PROVIDED TO STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE HIGH FINANCIAL NEED.
MICHIGAN PART TIME ADULT GRANT
THIS GRANT IS AWARDED TO PART TIME INDEPENDENT STUDENTS WHO
DEMONSTRATE HIGH FINANCIAL NEED.
OTHER MICHIGAN STUDENT AID PROGRAMS:
STATE OF MICHIGAN COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
State of Michigan Competitive Scholarships pay A PORTION OF tuition and fees for the
ACADEMIC year to undergraduate students. Scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic
potential and financial need. Students must take A qualifying test before they enroll in college.
MICHIGAN MERIT AWARDS
MICHGIAN MERIT AWARDS ARE EARNED BY STUDENTS WHO PASS THE MICHIGAN
EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM TEST. AWARD AMOUNTS AND TERMS ARE SET
BY THE STATE OF MICHIGAN. THE MICHIGAN HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
AUTHORITY DIRECTLY NOTIFIES STUDENTS OF THEIR ELIGIBILITY FOR THIS AWARD.

Executive Council, September 3, 1975.
Board of Regents Finance Committee Meeting, August 2, 1977.
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STUDENT PROGRAMS AND
REQUIREMENTS
MANDATORY HEALTH INSURANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT:
All international students WITH AN FOR J VISA STATUS and their accompanying dependents
shall be required to carry health insurance during the semesters in which they are enrolled at
Eastern Michigan University. Eastern Michigan University will allow these international students to
present proof of equivalent insurance coverage complying with the expected standard of
coverage during a specified waiver period each semester.
UNIVERSITY PRACTICE:
University practices for implementing this policy include:
1.

Registration will identify international students with an F or J visa status. This will
automatically require them to carry the mandatory student health insurance.

2.

A health insurance premium will be assessed on the student's account for each semester
the student will be enrolled. Students who do not enroll in classes for a specific semester
are informed that they must purchase the insurance directly if they wish to continue on
the policy.

3.

Students will be allowed to present proof of equivalent insurance coverage complying
with the expected standard of coverage. Students requesting a waiver will be required to
submit a 'Waiver Application for the Student Health Insurance' along with an English
translation of their insurance policy for review and approval by the waiver deadline.
Waiver reviews will be administered by the Insurance Office, University Health Services.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATON:
The Vice President for Student Affairs has the overall responsibility for implementation of this
policy.
The Office of Admissions and the Office of International Students are primarily responsible for
notification to new students regarding the Mandatory Health Insurance Policy and requirements.
University Health Services is primarily responsible for implementation and daily administration of
this policy.
The Student Accounting Office is responsible for assessment and collection of the health
insurance premium.
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SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE
This policy applies to all international students with an F or J visa status and their accompanying
dependents during the semester in which they are enrolled at Eastern Michigan University.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, May 21, 1996; para..5103M.

Motion Carried.
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.6133M

POLICY: STUDENTINVOLUNTARY
ADMINISTRATIVE WITHDRAWAL POLICY

Section 24
Regent Morris moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
adoption of the Student Involuntary Administrative Withdrawal Policy shown on the
following pages.
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STUDENT PROGRAMS AND
REQUIREMENTS

STUDENT INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE WITHDRAWAL

UNIVERSITY POLICY STATEMENT
It is the policy of Eastern Michigan University to establish a Student Involuntary Administrative Withdrawal Policy
for the purpose of maintaining a campus environment that is conducive to learning, protects the University's
educational purposes, maintains reasonable order on campus, and protects the rights and safety of all members
of the University community. The University may order the involuntary withdrawal of a student from the University
or from University Housing in accordance with University policy, as described below.

UNIVERSITY PRACTICE
The Student Involuntary Administrative Withdrawal Policy, below, outlines the procedures to be utilized in seeking
the involuntary withdrawal of a student.
Section I: Scope of Policy
The policy will cover behaviors described in Section II: Standards for Withdrawal, Items "a" through "e", that occur
on University premises and/or at University-sponsored activities but may also address off-campus behavior if the
University determines that the behavior, or the continued presence of the student, impairs, obstructs, interferes
with or adversely affects the mission, processes or functions of the University.
For purposes of this policy a student is defined as follows:
a.
b.
c.

Any person enrolled for courses through or at EMU, both full-time and part-time, and those who attend
educational institutions other than EMU but who reside in EMU residence halls."
Any person who is not officially enrolled for a particular term but whose EMU record indicates a continuing
relationship with the University, or
Any person who has been accepted into EMU but have not yet enrolled for courses.
Section II: Standards for Withdrawal

In accordance with University policy, and applicable federal and state laws prohibiting discrimination based on
disability, a student may be involuntarily withdrawn from the University and/or University Housing, either
temporarily or permanently, if it is determined that a student suffers from a mental disorder as defined by the
current American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, and as a result of the disorder:
a.
b.
c.

Engages, or threatens to engage, in behavior which poses a danger of causing physical harm to self or
others, and/or
Engages, or threatens to engage, in behavior which would cause significant property damage, which directly
and substantially impedes the lawful activities of other members of the University, and/or
Demonstrates an inability to satisfy personal needs (e.g., nourishment, shelter) such that there is a
reasonable possibility that serious physical harm or death might occur within a short period of time, and/or
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STUDENT INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE WITHDRAWAL
d.
e.

Commits a violation of the University's Student Conduct Code and lacks the capacity to comprehend and
participate in the University's disciplinary process, and/or
Commits a violation of the University's Student Conduct Code and did not understand the nature or
wrongfulness of the conduct at the time of the offense.
Section Ill: Premises Underlying This Policy

An involuntary administrative withdrawal:
a.
b.
c.

Is not a substitute for appropriate disciplinary action under the Student Conduct Code.
Should not be used to dismiss socially or emotionally "eccentric" students who do not otherwise meet the
standards for withdrawal specified in this section.
Should only be initiated after reasonable attempts to secure voluntary cooperation for a psychological
evaluation or withdrawal have been exhausted or if the student refuses to agree to or doesn't adhere to
reasonable conditions established for his/her continued presence on campus and/or in University Housing.
Section IV: Procedures Under this Policy

Commencement of the Process
This process may be initiated by the Director of Student Judicial Services when:
a. Any member of the University community who reasonably believes that a student may meet one of the
involuntary withdrawal standards in Section II contacts the Director of Student Judicial Services with his/her
concerns about the student; and/or
b. The student is referred to Student Judicial Services for a possible conduct code violation and the conduct
is such that it may meet one or more of the involuntary withdrawal standards.

Informal Review by Student Judicial Services
The Director of Student Judicial Services will conduct a preliminary, informal review and will schedule a meeting
with the student. At the end of this informal review, the Director may do one or more of the following:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Determine that the student does not meet the standard for involuntary withdrawal and terminate this
process. If warranted, the student's conduct will be handled by Student Judicial Services under the regular
disciplinary process.
Require the student to schedule an evaluation by a qualified, licensed mental health professional outside
the University within five calendar days. The student will be responsible for any costs associated with the
evaluation.
Refer the student to the Behavioral Evaluation Team for an assessment and recommendation under this
policy. Any pending disciplinary action against the student will be postponed until the Behavioral Evaluation
Team completes this process.
Allow a student who meets the conditions for an involuntary withdrawal to voluntarily withdraw from the
University and waive the right to further procedures under this policy. If future reenrollment at the
University is an option, the Director will provide the conditions necessary for consideration of reenrollment
to the student in writing (see "Conditions for Reenrollment" section of this policy).

Referral to the Behavioral Evaluation Team
After completing the informal review as described in the above section, the Director of Student Judicial Services
may refer a student to a hearing with the University's Behavioral Evaluation Team for assessment and
recommendations. The team will include the:
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STUDENT INVOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATIVE WITHDRAWAL

•
•
•

Dean of Students, or his/her designee (Serving as the Chair)
Director of Counseling Services, or his/her designee
Director of Housing, or his/her designee

The role of the Behavioral Evaluation Team is to evaluate the student and make a determination as to whether the
student should be involuntarily withdrawn from the University and/or University Housing or whether the student can
remain in school and/or continue to live in University Housing under specified conditions. The recommendation by
the Behavioral Evaluation Team will require the concurrence of any two of the three team members.
The Director of Student Judicial Services will arrange for the Behavioral Evaluation Team to meet with the student
and will notify the student in writing of his/her referral to a hearing and inform the student of the time, date and
location of the hearing. If the Director of Student Judicial Services has ordered a psychological assessment, the
Behavioral Evaluation Team will not be convened until the evaluation has been completed and the written
psychological assessment has been submitted to the University.
Notice of the hearing will be considered adequate if it is sent to the student's last known address registered with
the University or is hand delivered to the student at least three business days in advance of the meeting time.

Behavioral Evaluation Team Hearing
The Behavioral Evaluation Team will conduct a hearing with the student in order to determine an appropriate
course of action under this policy. The following guidelines will govern the hearing:
a. The student will have the right to be present throughout the entire hearing, unless the student becomes
disruptive.
b. The hearing will be conducted even if the student fails to attend the hearing or if the student is removed
during the hearing for disruptive behavior.
c. A family member and/or a qualified mental health professional may accompany the student to the hearing.
Legal counsel will not be permitted at this hearing. The student will be expected to speak on his/her own
behalf whenever possible.
d. The student will have the right to review all case information before the hearing with the exception of
personal or confidential notes of University officials regarding the case. The information will be made
available to the student in the Student Judicial Services office during normal business hours at least 2 days
before the scheduled hearing.
e. The hearing shall be conversational and non-adversarial, whenever possible. Formal rules of evidence will
not apply, except that the Chair may exclude evidence that is not relevant or is cumulative.
f. The student has the right to question all witnesses at the hearing and comment on all documents
presented.
g. The hearing will be closed to the public, and all testimony and evidence will be considered confidential.
h. The hearing will be tape recorded by the University. Tapes will remain the property of the University and
will serve as the official record of the proceedings. The University will retain the tape recording for a period
of two years after a final determination has been issued and all appeals have been exhausted under this
policy. After the expiration of this two year period, the University may erase or discard the tape recording.

Disposition of the Case
Upon completion of the Behavioral Evaluation Team hearing, the Team will submit its written findings to the
Director of Student Judicial Services within three business days. This document will include the recommendation
of the Team, the reason(s) for the recommendation, and:
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1.

2.

If the team recommends an involuntary withdrawal, whether the student is eligible to be reconsidered for
reenrollment, including the conditions the student must meet to be considered and any length of time that
must pass before the student can apply for reenrollment, OR
If the team does not order an involuntary withdrawal, any conditions that the student must meet in order to
remain enrolled in school and/or remain in University Housing.

The Director of Student Judicial Services will notify the student in writing within three business days after receiving
the Team's written findings and will inform the student of his/her right to appeal the Team's recommendation. If
the student chooses not to appeal or if, after the appeal, the recommendation is still to allow the student to remain
enrolled in school and/or remain in University Housing, the student will meet with the Director of Student Judicial
Services, within five calendar days, to formalize the recommendation into a behavioral contract between the
University and the Student.

APPEAL PROCESS
A student may appeal any of the following decisions rendered under this policy:
a.
b.
c.
d.

An involuntary withdrawal from the University and/or from University Housing recommended by the
Behavioral Evaluation Team.
The conditions recommended by the Behavioral Evaluation Team in order for the student to remain
enrolled and/or continue living in University Housing.
A denial of the student's request for reenrollment by the Behavioral Evaluation Team.
An involuntary withdrawal implemented in accordance with the "Student's Failure to Comply" section of this
policy.

The student must submit a written appeal to the Vice President for Student Affairs office within seven calendar
days of the date of the decision being appealed. After reviewing the student's case and after meeting with the
student, the Vice President or his/her designee will render a written decision as it relates to the student's appeal
within five calendar days. This decision will be final.
A student who voluntarily withdraws or is involuntarily withdrawn under this policy may be subject to conditions for
reenrollment. These will be provided to the student in writing and may include, but are not limited to the following:
a. Submission of a psychological assessment by a qualified mental health professional, indicating readiness
to return to school.
b. Continued counseling or therapy.
c. Continued medication.
d. Restriction against on-campus housing.
e. Successful completion of college courses at another college or University.
f. Review by the Behavioral Evaluation Team.
A student seeking reenrollment must do so by notifying the Director of Student Judicial Services of his/her desire
to reenroll and must provide the office with documentation of adherence to all required conditions for reenrollment.
The Director of Student Judicial Services will refer the request to the Behavioral Evaluation Team.
Reenrollment is not guaranteed; after reviewing the case and meeting with the student, the Behavioral Evaluation
Team will make a decision on the student's request for reenrollment, designate any further conditions for
reenrollment and notify the student in writing within five calendar days after meeting with the student.

Student's Failure to Comply
A student may be involuntarily withdrawn and/or disciplined under the conduct code if he/she:
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1.
2.

Fails to attend any required meeting under this policy, and/or
Fails to timely schedule and/or appear at a psychological assessment requested by the Director of
Student Judicial Services, and/or
Fails to adhere to any conditions placed on him/her in order for him/her to remain enrolled in the
University and/or remain in University Housing.

3.

Section V: Emergency Interim Withdrawal
An emergency interim withdrawal may be implemented immediately by the Director of Student Judicial Services,
after approval of the Vice President for Student Affairs or his/her designee, if the Director reasonably believes that
the student may be suffering from a mental disorder and there is reason to believe that the student's behavior
poses a substantial threat of harm to oneself or others, threatens or endangers University property, or disrupts the
stability and continuance of normal University operations and functions.
A student may be notified of the emergency interim suspension either orally or in writing. It takes effect the day it
is issued by the Director of Student Judicial Services.
A student withdrawn on an emergency interim basis will be given the opportunity to meet with the Vice President
for Student Affairs or his/her designee within forty-eight (48) hours from the effective date of the emergency
interim withdrawal to discuss the following issues only:
1.

The reliability of the information concerning the student's behavior, and/or

2.

Whether the student's continued presence on campus poses a substantial threat of harm to oneself or
others, threatens or endangers University property, or disrupts the stability and continuance of normal
University operations and functions.

At the conclusion of this meeting, the Vice President or his/her designee may either uphold or cancel the interim
emergency withdrawal. Regardless of whether the emergency interim withdrawal is upheld or cancelled, the Vice
President or his/her designee will direct the Director of Student Judicial Services to continue with the involuntary
administrative withdrawal process as outlined in this policy. However, if the interim emergency withdrawal is to
remain in effect, the Director of Student Judicial Services will make every effort to expedite the process in an effort
to minimize any possible negative impact on the student.

Section VI: Transcripts and Refunds
Transcripts
A student who, under this policy, is allowed to voluntarily withdraw or who is involuntarily withdrawn will be given a
"W" grade for each course in which he/she is currently enrolled. An administrative hold through the Dean of
Students' office will be placed on the student's academic record to prevent any unauthorized reenrollment by the
student.

Refunds
A student who, under this policy, is allowed to voluntarily withdraw or who is involuntarily withdrawn may request a
refund of tuition, fees, housing payments and any other amounts. Refunds will be made in accordance with
applicable University policies and procedures.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The Vice President for Student Affairs is responsible for the overall implementation, administration and
interpretation of the policy and may appoint a designee to oversee appeals brought forth under this policy. The
Director of Student Judicial Services is responsible for the daily administration of the policy.

SCOPE OF POLICY COVERAGE
This policy applies to all students as defined in Section I of the -student Involuntary Administrative Withdrawal
Policy.

rMldNMiiiil·i,i·IIDMDH,~

Motion Carried.
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.6134M

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Section 25
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Working Agenda for
June 17, 2003 and the minutes for the March 18, 2003, Finance Committee meeting be
received and placed on file.

Motion Carried .

•6135M

2002-03 GENERAL FUND OPERA TING BUDGET

Section 26
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Regents approve a
2003-04 General Fund Operating Budget in the amount of $197,196,980.

Motion Carried .

•6136M

2003-04 TUITION AND MANDATORY FEES

Section 27
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
following tuition and fee rates for the Fall 2003 semester.
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RECOMMENDATION
FY 2002-03 TUITION AND MANDA TORY FEES
ACTION REQUESTED
It is recommended that for the Fall 2003 semester the following tuition and fee rates be approved:
Tvpe
Registration Fee
General Fee
Technology Fee
Program adjustment fee
Presidential Scholarship Exam Fee
Application Fee, On-line UG
Application Fee, On-line Grad
Application Fee, Paper UG
Application Fee, Paper Grad
Applicable program fees

Current
80.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
25.00
30.00
25.00
30.00
see anached

Pro12osed
80.00
21.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
see anached

lncr/Decr
0.00
1.00
0.00
-10.00
-30.00
-5.00
-5.00
5.00
5.00
2.50

It is further recommended that the tuition rates be increased in accordance with the following schedule, effective Fall
2003 semester:

FY :2002-03

FY 2003-04

Increase per
credit-hour

l 00-400

$134.90

$153.15

$18.25

500-600

$246.00

$270.25

$24.25

700-999

$285.75

$311.50

FY 2002-03

FY 2002-03

$25.75
Increase per
credit-hour

I 00-400

$426.00

$467.10

$41.10

500-600

$500.00

$548.10

$48.10

700-999

$567.00

$618.00

$51.00

Course Level - Residents

Course Level - Non-Residents

Motion Carried.
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.6137M

2003-04 AUXILIARY FUND OPERATING BUDGETS

Section 28
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Morris seconded that the Board approve the
2003-04 Auxiliary Fund Operating Budget of $39,040,442.
Motion Carried .

.6138M

2003-04 ROOM AND BOARD RATES

Section 29
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the 2003-2004 rates
proposal for Housing and Dining Services be approved.
Motion Carried.

.6139M

2004-2005 GENERAL FUND SCHOLARSHIPS, AWARDS
AND GRANTS

Section 30
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
2004-05 General Fund Scholarships, Awards and Grants proposal for $12,437,901
($12,287,901 through General Fund revenues, $150,000 through General Fee revenues and
$400,000 through the sale of loan proceeds).
Motion Carried.
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.6140M

EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE PLAN (EIP)

Section 31
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
Employee Incentive Plan (EIP) for eligible full-time tenure and tenure track faculty. The
Board's approval of the EIP is subject to the University administration reaching and
agreement with the AAUP-EMU Chapter regarding the EIP.

Motion Carried .

•6141M

LEASE: EMU AND GENOVA BUSINESS PARK L.L.C.

Section 32
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve a 7-year
lease in Genoa Township to serve as EMU-Brighton, an off-campus, extended learning
center.

Regent Gordon abstained from the vote.
Motion Carried.

.6142M

SALE OF REAL PROPERTY -1764 STONEBRIDGE
DRIVE SOUTH, PITTSFIELD TOWNSHIP, MICHIGAN

Section 33
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the sale
of the property and building located at 1764 Stonebridge Drive South Pittsfield Township,
Michigan for the price of $587,000.

Motion Carried.
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.6143M

REVISED PARKING PLAN

Section 34
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Gordon seconded that the Board authorize the
administration to alter the "New Parking Structure, Surface Lots & Related Projects" plan
that was approved at the November 27, 2001 Board Meeting and to enter into all necessary
contracts to complete the project as altered.

Motion Carried.

.6144M

LEASE: EMU ANDDAVIDJ. STANTON &
ASSOCIATES/WENDY'S

Section 35
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve an
extension of the existing lease with Stanton and Associates to continue operation of a
Wendy's restaurant in McKenny Union through June 30, 2005.

Motion Carried.

.6145M

POLICY REVISION: PROGRAM COSTS FOR
EXTENDED PROGRAMS - 12.2.8

Section 36
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
changes to the University's Program Costs for Extended Programs Policy- 12.2.8
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PROGRAM COSTS FOR EXTENDED PROGRAMS
University Policy states:
The University's offices in Extended Programs offer an array of non-traditional courses and
programs that are consistent with the University's mission. Program costs, both direct and
indirect, in excess of normal course delivery expenses, may be assessed on a market driven
basis to program participants and/or sponsoring agencies. These costs may be assessed in the
form of a specific course/program fee or by assessing the costs on an itemized basis. Extended
Programs also may offer a course or program to an organization at a market-based single price
contract.
University Practice:
1. Program costs include, but are not limited to, instructional site and room deposits/rentals,
equipment rental, purchase of airfare prior ~o the actual course dates, rental of compressed
video studios and transmission expenses including temporary technician support, field trip
admissions fees, special services offered to the class, hotel and per diem costs, etc.
2. Program costs may be applicable to both credit courses and programs and non- credit training
and programs.
3. Program costs shall be identified prior to the course/program offering and provided in a timely
and informative manner to course/program subscribers.
4. In those instances where the University has incurred non-refundable program costs, such costs
shall also be non-refundable to program participants.
5. For certain programs and course offerings, where market conditions allow. assessments to
program participants and/or sponsoring agencies may include a reasonable return on
investment which shall be used to support the University's mission.
Scope of Policy:
This policy applies to all extended programs which incur program costs regardless of the
course/program location.
Responsibility for Implementation:
The Provost and Vice President for A(~ademic Affairs or designee has responsibility for
determining the appropriate costs to b·? assessed. The Vice President for Business and Finance
or designee has responsibility for collec:tion.

lotion Carried.
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POLICY REVISION: ACQUISITION OR DISPOSAL
OF REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES AND
OPTIONS ON PROPERTY POLICY - 13.1.3

Section 37
Regent Antonini moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board approve the
changes to the University's Acquisition or Disposal of Real Estate Properties and Options on
Property Policy 13.1.3.
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ACQUISITION OR DISPOSAL OF REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES
AND OPTIONS ON PROPERTY

POLICY
The sole authorization for acquisition and disposal of real estate properties rests with the Board of
Regents. The University administration is authorized to negotiate and secure options from the
property owners as such property may come on the market, or when the property is the site of a
planned building project, prior to project approval.

PRACTICE
The purchase or sale price of real estate property to be acquired or disposed of by the Board of
Regents shall be determined on the basis of at least two independent appraisals of the fair
market value of that property performed by appropriately-qualified real estate appraisers having
significant experience in the geographic area of the property being considered.

RESPONSIBILITY
The Vice President for Business and Finance or his/her designee(s) has overall responsibility for
implementation and administration of this policy.

SCOPE
This policy covers all real estate transactions.

Minutes of the Board of Regents, September 19, 1979; para .. 2141M

Motion Carried.
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MEETING ADJOURNED
Regent Incamati moved and Regent Griffin seconded that the Board of Regents meeting for
June 17, 2003 be adjourned at 2:15 p.m. The next Board M~eting is September 16, 2003.

Respectfully Submitted,
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